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Water Treatment Leader Prevents the Loss
of Confidential Data with Endpoint Protector
4 Virtual Appliance and EasyLock
PROFILE
Industry
Water Treatment Technologies

The HPD® Evaporation and Crystallization
Veolia Water division from Spain secures the
use of portable storage devices with
Endpoint Protector solutions

The Challenge
Minimize data loss by
controlling the use of
portable storage devices

The Solution
Endpoint Protector 4
About Veolia Water
Why Endpoint Protector?
•
•

•

Blocks unauthorized
file transfers
Controls removable
devices that are
connected to corporate
computers, reducing
data loss
Provides Enforced
Encryption with
EasyLock

Veolia is the only global company to provide a full range of
environmental services in the fields of water, waste
management, energy and transportation. Their missions is to
enable industry, local authorities and citizens to optimize their
use of resources for more efficient, environmentally-friendly
and socially responsible outcomes.

The Challenge
The HPD® Evaporation and Crystallization division from Spain
uses advanced technologies to ensure the production of high
quality water. Their expertise in the field requires strict data
security rules to avoid data breaches that could seriously affect
their competitive advantage.
Their main objective was to have an additional layer of
security to protect confidential data and minimize data loss.
The IT Manager, Alfonso Lopez, considered that portable
storage devices represent a big threat to data, since users
were free to copy any information and leave the company
premises.
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“We have chosen Endpoint
Protector 4 for its
functionalities. The solution
fits to our data security
needs. It allows us to control
portable storage devices
which connect to our
corporate computers,
reducing data loss. ”
IT Manager
Alfonso Lopez

Encryption of data on removable devices was another aspect that
needed to be considered in their data protection strategy. Even if
employees would be allowed for work purposes to copy files to
USB devices, they should do this with previously authorized
devices that hold encryption software.

The Solution
Endpoint Protector 4 with Device Control and EasyLock, USB
encryption software has been implemented on all Windows
computers in the HPD® Evaporation and Crystallization division of
Veolia Water. The testing period revealed that the functionalities
fit to their data security needs. On a scale from 1 to 5, Alfonso
Lopez qualified Endpoint Protector with 4, as an average for ease
of installation, granularity, functionalities, support and updates,
ease of use, availability of staff when asking for support, and
price. The highest point was assigned for ease of installation, due
to the Virtual Appliance format.
In terms of functionalities, the possibility to authorize only USB
devices with data encryption scored points for Endpoint Protector.
Lopez was open to inform us about his organization’s priority in
terms of future IT security plans. “As our next step in data
security, we want to implement Content Aware Protection to
monitor and block users from sending sensitive files by e-mail,
Skype, Google Drive, etc., ” Lopez mentioned.

About Endpoint Protector Security Solutions
Endpoint Protector 4 protects PCs, Macs and Linux computers
against data loss, data theft and data leakage by controlling
portable storage devices like USB sticks, CDs/DVDs, HDDs,
memory cards and others. For Windows and Mac OS X
systems, Endpoint Protector even monitors and blocks file
transfers to online services and applications like e-mail, Skype,
web browsers and many others. It provides strong security
policies, preventing users from taking unauthorized data
outside the company.
Endpoint Protector allows companies to stay productive while
keeping their most valuable data safe. Endpoint Protector
makes work more convenient, secure and enjoyable using
mobile and portable devices, and delivers excellent ROI.
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